As another semester draws to a close and summer hits full swing, TAU's faculty
remain active, hitting the front pages with some incredible breakthroughs. See
below and enjoy a selection of fantastic news and scholarly articles, including
for some, a timely prompt to take advantage of a 4th Covid-19 vaccine.
We are busy planning an exciting roster of events starting this autumn and
taking us through the year, and look forward to sharing this with you in the
coming weeks.
If you ﬁnd yourselves in Israel during these summer holidays, TAU's Botanical
Gardens, Campus Art Galleries, and Steinhardt Museum of Natural History are
all must-sees! Appropriately, a new exhibition, Global Warning, illustrates the
complex reality and processes that cause climate change, alongside
predictions for the future, raising questions and opportunities for changing
personal habits. With a train that stops right outside the university, all features
are easy to access and provide a great day out for all ages.
On the 4th of August, please join us for the rescheduled Israel and the Middle
East in a Changing World webinar with Professor Uzi Rabi. Click here to
register!
Bearing in mind the scorching heat we've experienced in the UK, I hope you
and yours are well and wish you a lovely summer!

Shabbat Shalom,

Cara G. Case
Chief Executive

Sunlight may trigger hormone
that makes men hungrier,
study suggests

Kit lets ill astronauts selfdiagnose while in outer space

The fourth COVID-19 vaccine
reduces the risk of death by
72% amongst the elderly

A scienti�c mystery solved:
Why corals glow even in the
depths of the sea

Small bird, large impact: how
barn owls foster peace

Scholarship Campaign
Help ensure that at-risk students can continue to pursue their studies and make
an impact on the world. Our future depends on their future…Their future
depends on YOU!
Donate Now

Leave a Legacy
Be remembered as someone who
made a lasting difference by leaving
a gift in your will to the students and
researchers at Tel Aviv
University. Contact Avril
Fleishman for more details
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